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Price list "lifelong, artistic portraits“
These lifelong, artistic portraits are detached from my summer action 2018.
Shootings take place by appointment once or twice a year. The really very
special and unique at this lifelong shoot is that I now charge one price, which
includes a lifetime of artistic portraits once or twice a year! ! This is not about
snapshots, but about well-kept ,artistic portrait shootings on location in Basel
city. Places between Zell i.W. (D) and Basel are possible without extra
charge. Other places on request. Prices in Germany are in €

ifelong, artistic portraits
S 1 x 30 min Shooting p.a. for an individual 800 Sfr
M 2 x Shooting p.a.for an individual 1200 Sfr
L 1 x 30 min Shooting p.a. for a family 1600 Sfr
XL 2 x 30 min Shooting p.a. or a family 2400 Sfr
I guarantee five top pictures each. If there are more than the guaranteed top pictures, these image
data can be purchased for CHF 15 each. 10% of the price is payable in cash on the spot, the
remainder on account of the transfer The agreement ends with the death of the customer or the
photographer.

A shoot takes about 30 minutes. Experience has shown that once a change
of clothes is possible. For an extra charge, longer shootings are possible. As
soon as possible I will provide the image data digitally in medium resolution
for selection and in high resolution for private use. On request, I like to make
high-quality prints that will be charged separately at cost price.

For inquiries and reservations, I'm available for mobile at (+49)
172-8004796, also SMS or whats app or mail to lutzpk@ymail.com.
Thank you for your interest & best regards
Lutz P. Kayser
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